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Abstract

Carbon materials inside magnetic-confinement nuclear fusion devices are eroded by hydrogen ions and atoms. Even

at room temperature, where thermal chemical erosion is negligible, erosion does not cease below the energy threshold

for physical sputtering. The effect, which requires both chemical reactivity and hyperthermal energy of the eroding spe-

cies, is known as �chemical sputtering�. Based on a concept of the underlying microscopic mechanism we have previously

developed a model for the energy-dependent yield of chemical sputtering due to simultaneous impact of thermal atomic

hydrogen and energetic noble gas ions. In the present article the model is adapted to the case of pure hydrogen ion

bombardment of graphite yielding good quantitative and qualitative agreement with published data. Especially, the

large isotope effect below 100 eV comparing deuterium and hydrogen ion bombardment is well reproduced and its ori-

gin is discussed. Additionally, the chemical sputtering yield is calculated for tritium ions.

� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbon is among the favorite materials for the first

wall of magnetic-confinement nuclear fusion experi-

ments due to its favorable thermo-mechanical properties

as well as its low nuclear charge. However, its use in

next-step devices and future commercial reactors is

threatened by the high erosion rates observed in present

day machines and dedicated laboratory erosion experi-

ments [1].

The erosion of carbon due to hydrogen species can be

classified into three regimes: (i) Thermal chemical ero-

sion at elevated temperatures above approximately
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400 K with a maximum at ’600 to 900 K due to thermal

atomic [2] or energetic (e.g. [3,4]) hydrogen while ther-

mal molecular hydrogen does not react with the surface

[2], (ii) physical sputtering due to energetic species

impact above a specific threshold energy [5], and (iii)

chemical sputtering due to energetic hydrogen species

or a combination of atomic hydrogen and any other

energetic species (e.g. [6,7,4]). Chemical sputtering can

be observed even below the threshold energy for physi-

cal sputtering and at room temperature where neither

of the first two erosion mechanisms contributes.

We have recently investigated chemical sputtering of

amorphous hydrocarbon (a-C:H) films at 340 K [8,9].

The films were bombarded with Ar+ or Hþ
2 ions while

simultaneously exposing them to an atomic hydrogen

beam the flux density of which exceeded that of the ions

by a factor of 100–500. This approach offered the advan-

tage that the influence of the energetic minority species
ed.
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could be studied while keeping the supply of the chemi-

cally reactive majority species constant. We concluded

from the energy dependence of the erosion yield, i.e.,

the number of carbon atoms eroded per incident ion,

that the underlying microscopic mechanism is not the

sputtering of weakly bound hydrocarbons at the surface,

as proposed by Roth et al. [10,11] and widely accepted

(e.g. [12]). Instead, our results could be consistently

explained by the following mechanism of chemical sput-

tering: Energetic ions break C–C bonds within their pen-

etration range in the carbon material and the resulting

dangling bonds are passivated by the hydrogen atoms.

Consecutive bond breaking and passivation lead to the

formation of volatile hydrocarbons at and below the

surface which diffuse to the surface and desorb.

Based on this mechanism we have described the

energy dependence of the chemical sputtering yield in

the case of simultaneous ion and atomic hydrogen bom-

bardment by [9]

Y csðEÞ ¼ a
Z

ybbðx;EÞe�x=k dx. ð1Þ

Herein, ybb(x,E) is the number of bond-breaking events

per incident ion and unit depth interval around depth

x. It is estimated by TRIM.SP [13] calculations for a

given ion energy E counting the number of �carbon-dis-
placement� events. In our view, however, ybb(x,E) is

not associated with displacement but with bond break-

ing. Accordingly, we replace the TRIM.SP displacement

energy for C by a bond-breaking energy Ebb which is the

minimum amount of energy that has to be transferred to

a target C atom to break a C–C bond. It was chosen with-

in the range of typical C–C bond energies in hydrocarbon

molecules as 5 eV. The exponential function exp(�x/k)
serves as the passivation probability of dangling bonds

due to atomic hydrogen at depth x. As thermal H is

known to penetrate roughly 2 nm into a-C:H [14,15]

k = 0.4 nm was chosen. The total yield is then given by

the overlap of ybb and exp(�x/k), i.e., the integral over

the product, Eq. (1). The quantity ybb is an absolute

number in units of events per nanometer. Concerning

the passivation probability we only demand that it must

be smaller than one. Additional dependences, e.g., the

dependence of Y on the ratio of H and ion fluxes, are

contained in the additional scaling parameter a which

is constant if only E is varied. With a = 0.4 Eq. (1)

describes the energy-dependent yield of our experiments

with both Ar+ and Hþ
2 ions and simultaneous thermal H

exposure very satisfactorily [9].
2. Computation

As noted above, experiments using low-energy ions,

preferably chemically non-reactive ions such as argon,

together with an excess flux of thermal atomic hydrogen
offer significant advantages when trying to unravel the

microscopic mechanism of chemical sputtering. Indeed,

hydrogen ion bombardment in a plasma environment

will always be accompanied by a certain flux of thermal

hydrogen atoms. On the other hand, chemical sputter-

ing due to hydrogen ions (H+, Hþ
2 , H

þ
3 , D

+, . . .) as the

only interacting species is also of high practical rele-

vance to nuclear fusion research as it represents the

other extreme with no or negligible contribution of ther-

mal H. For the latter case a plethora of data exists from

dedicated erosion experiments using both mass spec-

trometers [16–19,7] to quantitatively determine the

fluxes of erosion products and microbalances to mea-

sure the target�s weight loss during the experiment

[6,10,11,4]. The latter experiments provide the most reli-

able information on the total chemical sputtering yield.

The total change of weight of a graphite target is mea-

sured during the experiment and compared to the ion

fluence. When using molecular ions in these experiments

it is generally assumed that an Hþ
x ion with an incident

energy E0 is equivalent to x H+ ions at E0/x. As our

model does not account for thermal chemical erosion

we only consider measurements at room temperature

in this article.

Fig. 1 shows the energy-dependent erosion yield

(eroded C per incident H or D) from weight-loss mea-

surements for both H+ (solid symbols) and D+ (open

symbols) bombardment of various types of graphite at

room temperature. The data were taken from a compila-

tion by Balden and Roth (Fig. 3 in [4]). At incident ion

energies above roughly 300 eV, the yields can be entirely

explained by physical sputtering. The dash-dotted lines

in Fig. 1 show the results of TRIM.SP calculations of

the physical sputtering yields. As target material in the

calculations carbon with a density of 2.22 · 103 kg m�3

was assumed which contained 1% of hydrogen for tech-

nical reasons of the calculation. The surface binding

energy of C was set to 7.4 eV [13]. The calculated yields

are somewhat smaller than the experimental ones. Küst-

ner et al. [20] have shown that the difference is due to the

roughness of the real graphite surface. Instead of explic-

itly taking surface roughness into account, in some

works simply a reduced surface binding energy of

4.4 eV is used to reproduce experimental yields [21].

However, a disadvantage of this procedure is that reduc-

ing the surface binding energy also shifts the threshold

energy of physical sputtering to lower values. Therefore

we have chosen the value of 7.4 eV although neglecting

roughness. Apart from the resulting slight underestima-

tion the calculated physical sputtering yields show good

agreement with the data above approximately 300 eV.

Below about 300 eV the calculation predicts a steep

decrease of the physical sputtering yield with decreasing

energy and no sputtering at all is expected below �50 eV

for H+ and �30 eV for D+. In contrast, the measured

yields show no such decrease down to 15 eV. In this
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Fig. 2. Implantation depth profile n(x) (open symbols) and

bond-breaking yield density ybb(x) (solid symbols) of D+ ions at

three different impact energies calculated with TRIM.SP. The

inset shows the energy dependence of the projectile reflection

coefficient for D+.

Energy (eV)

Y

Fig. 1. Impact energy dependence of the total erosion yield of

graphite bombarded with hydrogen or deuterium ions at room

temperature. The open and solid symbols are measured yields

taken from Ref. [4] for D+ and H+ bombardment, respectively.

They were obtained via weight loss measurements during Dþ
3 or

Hþ
3 bombardment at three times the energy given on the

abscissa, and the yield was calculated by Y = DN/(3 · F), where

DN is the number of C atoms eroded and F the fluence of Hþ
3 or

Dþ
3 ions. The open star was measured with D+ instead of Dþ

3 .

The lines show the physical sputtering yield calculated with

TRIM.SP (dash-dotted), the chemical sputtering yield accord-

ing to Eq. (3) (dashed), and the sum of chemical and physical

sputtering (solid).
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low-T, low-E regime chemical sputtering is the dominant

erosion mechanism.

In order to apply the model expressed in Eq. (1) some

modifications are necessary because now the ions pro-

vide both the damage and the chemical reactivity. As

before, the total yield will be proportional to the overlap

of damage and passivation probability. The latter de-

pends on the depth-dependent availability of hydrogen

which in the ions plus thermal H case was constant

due to the energy-independent H supply. Now the avail-

ability of hydrogen is given by the energy-dependent

implantation depth profile n(x,E) of the H+ or D+ ions.

Hence, the most straight forward modification of Eq. (1)

is to replace the exponential function by the ion range

distribution n(x,E) as calculated by TRIM.SP. The

chemical sputtering yield reads

Y csðEÞ ¼ a
Z

ybbðx;EÞnðx;EÞdx. ð2Þ

Comparing n(x,E) and ybb(x,E) at different ion ener-

gies (see Fig. 2) it becomes immediately obvious that this

equation is not suitable for reproducing the data: The

shape of both functions develops very similarly. Particle
conservation demands that �n(x,E)dx is constant; taking

projectile reflection (inset in Fig. 2) into account,

�n(x,E)dx even increases by about 30% from 20 to

10000 eV. At the same time, the total number of

bond-breaking events �ybb(x,E)dx increases significantly

with energy. Consequently, the integral in Eq. (1)

increases monotonously with energy in contrast to the

experiment: the chemical sputtering yield Ycs is the dif-

ference between the measured erosion yields and the cal-

culated physical sputtering yields which decreases where

physical sputtering becomes effective.

Obviously, we have to introduce a term into Eq. (2)

which restricts the process to a near-surface region.

We have pointed out in Ref. [9] that the interpretation

of the term exp(x/k) as passivation probability, with k
being a typical range of thermal atomic hydrogen in a-

C:H, is not unique. In the light of this discussion we tend

to interpret exp(x/k) as the depth-dependent probability
for the out-diffusion of erosion products formed at

depth x, in accordance with what we have suggested

alternatively in Ref. [9]. This allows us to re-introduce

the term into Eq. (2). Finally, we obtain

Y totðEÞ ¼ Y csðEÞ þ Y physðEÞ

¼ a
Z

ybbðx;EÞnðx;EÞe�x=k dxþ Y phys ð3Þ

for the total erosion yield including physical sputtering.

Ycs and Ytot were calculated by TRIM.SP using again

5 eV as carbon-displacement energy and k = 0.4 nm.

The surface-binding energy of the projectile on graphite
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was chosen as the desorption energy of hydrogen from a

fully H-covered graphite (0001) surface [22], which is

3.3 eV. It becomes important at low energies as the pro-

jectile�s initial energy is increased by this value when

approaching the surface. The target composition and

density were chosen like for the calculation of the phys-

ical sputtering yield, see above. The depth distributions

ybb(x,E) and n(x,E) were calculated with 2 nm depth

resolution and the integral was approximated as discrete

sum with x being the mean depth in each interval.

Ycs and Ytot with a = 1 are shown in Fig. 1 as dashed

and solid lines, respectively, again for both isotopes.

Considering the simplicity of the model expressed in

Eq. (3) the agreement with the data is good.
3. Discussion

3.1. Magnitude

The yield density ybb(x,E) is the absolute number of

broken C–C bonds per unit depth-interval in units of

nm�1. The dimensionless quantity n(x,E) is the absolute

number of hydrogen ions implanted into a 1 nm depth

interval around depth x. Finally, exp(�x/k) plays the

role of a depth-dependent probability which has to be

61 everywhere. Thus, we expect a priori that the integral

on the right-hand side in Eq. (3) gives the correct order

of magnitude for the chemical sputtering yield. How-

ever, the average number of implanted H needed in

the vicinity of a bond-breaking event as well as the aver-

age number of bond-breaking events necessary to erode

one C are not known, although it is reasonable to expect

both quantities in the range from 1 to 10. All we know

about the probability for out-diffusion of erosion

products is that it will be unity at the very surface and

approach zero for x ! 1. Considering these uncertain-

ties, we allowed for a scaling factor a in Eq. (3). How-

ever, in contrast to applying Eq. (3) to our Ar+/H and

Hþ
2 /H data [9] where a = 0.4 gave best agreement,

a = 1 leads to the very good agreement in Fig. 1.

3.2. Isotope effect

Looking at the data in Fig. 1 one distinctive feature is

the increase of the isotope effect (i.e., the ratio of the D+

and H+ yields) with decreasing energy; while the D+

yield even increases from 100 down to 15 eV, the H+

yield is constant or even decreases a little. This basic fea-

ture is essentially reproduced by our model calculation.

The absolute difference between H+ and D+ yields seems

somewhat underestimated by the model although the

model curves both lie within the scatter of the data. In

our model the isotope effect and the fact that it is more

pronounced at lower energies result from the following

dependences:
(i) The collisional energy transfer is different for dif-

ferent projectile masses. The maximum transfer-

able energy in a head-on collision is given by the

kinematic factor c(M1,M2) = 4M1M2/(M1 + M2)
2

where M1 and M2 are the projectile and target

masses. For collisions with carbon the ratio of

the kinematic factors for deuterium and protium

projectiles is c(MD,MC)/c(MH,MC) � 1.7. This

number must not be confused with the ratio of

the corresponding physical sputtering yields, but

it gives an idea of the magnitude of the isotope

effect. Indeed, both in the experiment and in the

TRIM.SP calculations a ratio Yphys(D)/

Yphys(H) � 2 is found.

(ii) There is less implantation of H in the near surface

region compared to D due to the difference in the

penetration range distribution. For D the factor

n(x,E) is therefore larger close to the surface,

where exp(�x/k) allows out-diffusion of the ero-

sion products.

(iii) Due to the need to transfer a certain minimum

amount of energy to a carbon atom to break a

bond, Ebb = 5 eV in our case, there is an energy

threshold Eth = Ebb/c(M1,MC) below which the

chemical sputtering yield becomes zero. This

threshold is lower for D+ than for H+. Conse-

quently, the isotope effect increases when

approaching the threshold from the high-energy

side and becomes infinity below the threshold

for protons.

Point (iii) makes clear that the term describing dam-

age production must be associated with a process that

has such an energy threshold in order to reproduce the

large isotope effect at low energies. The effect is visual-

ized in Fig. 3 where two different choices for the damage

term are compared. In the first case the integral

�f(x,E)n(x,E)exp(�x/k)dx was calculated with f(x,E)

being the carbon bond-breaking yield density as in Eq.

(3) (solid line). In the second case the total nuclear

energy deposition function fd(x,E), i.e., the energy trans-

ferred in both projectile–target and target–target elastic

collisions, was used instead (dashed line). In the latter

case no energy threshold is involved. A different propor-

tionality constant afd has to be used which was chosen

such that the two models coincide at 100 eV. Whereas

the difference between the two models is negligible above

100 eV the model using fd continues to increase down to

10 eV and shows a far less pronounced isotope effect at

low energies.

One of the a priori choices for the model was that of

a carbon–carbon bond breaking energy of 5 eV. Being a

typical value of a C–C bond energy in hydrocarbons it

seems a very reasonable choice for a-C:H films [9] and

the near surface of graphite modified by hydrogen

bombardment [23,24]. However, molecular dynamics
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Fig. 3. Comparison between chemical sputtering models

Ycs = �f(x,E)n(x,E)e�x/kdx using different damage functions f;

solid line: f = ybb; dashed line: f = nuclear (elastic) energy

deposition function.
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calculations have shown that protons can eventually

cause C–C bond breaking down to 1 eV [25]. The influ-

ence of the bond breaking energy Ebb is visualized in

Fig. 4. As the absolute values of Ycs decrease with

increasing Ebb different constants a = 0.134 and 1.6055

were used for Ebb = 1 and 7 eV, respectively, so that

the D+ yields are all equal at 100 eV. Apart from this

general scaling the threshold energies increase with Ebb

and, hence, the isotope effect at a given energy becomes
Energy (eV)

Fig. 4. Ycs according to Eq. (3) calculated with different bond-

breaking energies of 1, 5, and 7 eV.
more pronounced. Comparison with the data in Fig. 1

restricts the choice of Ebb: the large isotope effect rules

out low values whereas the obviously low threshold

<10 eV for both D+ and H+ demands a not too large

Ebb. Choosing 5 eV appears to be a good compromise.

In a real system there will be no unique bond-break-

ing energy, especially not for a material disordered due

to particle bombardment. Instead, a distribution of

bond-breaking energies will exist depending on local

environment and details of the collision. Assuming such

a distribution agreement between data and model can be

improved. Especially, when allowing only a small frac-

tion of the C–C bonds to be broken at low transferred

energies (e.g., 1% of the bonds at 1 eV) while for the

majority Ebb is unchanged the yield remains high down

to 10 eV, and at the same time a large isotope effect is

maintained. However, having no independent knowl-

edge on this distribution, introducing it into our calcula-

tions would result in a rather arbitrary model.

3.3. Predictions for tritium

The fuel in future nuclear fusion experiments and

reactors will consist of equal amounts of deuterium

and tritium. Unfortunately, due to the difficulties in han-

dling tritium, no reliable erosion yield data exist to date

for the chemical sputtering of graphite with tritium ions.

Fig. 5 shows Yphys, Ycs and the total yield according to

Eq. (3) calculated for T+. For comparison Ytot is also

given for H+ and D+. As expected considering the higher

mass, the T+ yields are higher than those of D+ and the
Energy (eV)

Y
ie

ld

Fig. 5. Prediction for the chemical sputtering yield (dashed)

and the physical sputtering yield (dash-dotted) for T+ bom-

bardment. The total yield is shown as thick solid line. For

comparison the total yields for H+ and D+ are shown again.
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thresholds are shifted to lower energies. However, the

relative isotope effect between T and D is smaller than

between D and H due to the smaller mass ratio. Still,

the yield maximum of T+ is by a factor of �1.8 higher

than that of D+ and �6 times higher than that of H+.

3.4. Comparison with previous models

The general idea that low-energy room-temperature

chemical sputtering of graphite due to hydrogen ions is

caused by ion-induced damage together with chemical

reactivity provided by slowed down ions is not entirely

new. Möller and Scherzer briefly present a model in

Ref. [26] to explain data by Roth [27]. In their descrip-

tion the chemical sputtering yield is Ycs = constant ·
fd(0,E) · n(0,E), where fd(0,E) is the nuclear energy

deposition function at the surface and n(0,E) is the

amount of hydrogen deposited at the very surface.

Although their model shows a certain similarity with

ours it cannot describe the increase of the isotope effect

towards low energies because fd(0,E) has no energy

threshold, as pointed out above.

Even earlier Yamada and Sone [28] presented a model

whichwas based on previouswork byErents et al. [29] but

additionally included the effect of ion damage. They

assume that the chemical sputtering yield is proportional

to the number of reactive sites in the surface layer as well

as the concentration of hydrogen at the very surface. The

production rate of reactive sites is assumed to be propor-

tional to the �recoil energy density�which is said to be pro-
portional to the sputtering yield. They calculate the recoil

energy density from computed physical sputtering yields.

Consequently, their chemical sputtering yields become

zero below the threshold of physical sputtering, in contra-

diction to the experiment. Yamada and Sone only present

calculations and data down to 100 eV. The hydrogen con-

centration in their model is calculated by rate equations

which consider the incident hydrogen ion flux, particle

reflection, thermal desorption and ion-induced desorp-

tion. They do not account for the energy-dependent range

distribution of the implanted hydrogen ions.

Möller�s model and Yamada�s model both assume

that chemical sputtering is strictly limited to the very

surface, i.e., the first monolayer. We also included the

limitation to a near-surface region into our model

through the probability of out-diffusion of the erosion

products. However, our near-surface region is about

2 nm thick which corresponds to about ten monolayers.

Indeed, subsurface molecule formation at the end of ion

range was proven in experiments [30].
4. Summary

We presented a model for the impact energy depen-

dence of the chemical sputtering yield in the case of H
and D ion bombardment of carbon. Within this model

the local chemical sputtering yield at a given depth is pro-

portional to the number of hydrogen ions implanted into

this depth and the number of C–C bond-breaking events.

For the computations the corresponding bond-breaking

energy was assumed to be 5 eV. Furthermore, the process

is restricted to a near surface region, possibly by the

depth-dependent probability for the erosion products

to diffuse out of the film. The model gives the right mag-

nitude of the yields; it also reproduces well the increase of

the isotope effect towards lower energies. The isotope

effect results from the different energy transfer in H–C

and D–C collisions and the different range of H and D

ions in the solid at a given energy. Additionally, the iso-

tope effect becomes more pronounced in the proximity of

the threshold energies for chemical sputtering.
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